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Abstract
Forecasts from various experts are often used in macroeconomic forecast-
ing models. Usually the focus is on the mean or median of the survey
data. In the present study we adopt a different perspective on the survey
data as we examine the predictive power of disagreement amongst fore-
casters. The premise is that this variable could signal upcoming structural
or temporal changes in an economic process or in the predictive power
of the survey forecasts. In our empirical work, we examine a variety of
macroeconomic variables, and we use different measurements for the de-
gree of disagreement, together with measures for location of the survey
data and autoregressive components. Forecasts from simple linear models
and forecasts from Markov regime-switching models with constant and
with time-varying transition probabilities are constructed in real-time and
compared on forecast accuracy. We find that disagreement has predictive
power indeed and that this variable can be used to improve forecasts when
used in Markov regime-switching models.
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1 Introduction
Forecast combinations are often found to outperform their individual component fore-
casts. An extensive body of research exists on finding the optimal forecast combination
across individual forecasts. Most of the time, the conclusion is that simple combina-
tions perform best, see Webby and O’Connor (1996) and Diebold and Lopez (1996) for
overviews. However, recently, Elliott and Timmermann (2005) argued that an optimal
forecast combination for macroeconomic variables was one that combines forecasts
from expert-based survey data and time series models where the weights are driven by
a Markov regime-switching model.
As in Elliott and Timmermann (2005), there are many situations in macroeco-
nomics in which there is not just one single expert forecast available. Indeed, quite
often, forecasts from surveys are available, consisting of forecasts from various experts
who make predictions for the same variable. A well-known example is the Survey of
Professional Forecasters (SPF) conducted by the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadel-
phia. Most studies that analyze SPF-type data focus on the predictive value of the
mean or median of these SPF forecasts. Theoretical and empirical research has shown
the relevance of these two statistics (see e.g. Einhorn and Hogharth, 1975; Clemen,
1989; Armstrong, 2001).
Recently, a growing literature discusses other features of experts-based survey fore-
casts. For example, disagreement amongst experts is described (Dovern et al., 2009),
an explanation is sought for this disagreement (Capistra´n and Timmermann, 2009;
Mankiw et al., 2003), and its effects on decision makers are investigated (Baillon and
Cabantous, 2009). Besides disagreement amongst experts, various other features are
described and evaluated. Survey forecasts typically involve much dependence between
forecasts from the same expert (Cooke, 1991). There is also positive serial correlation
in the forecast errors (Mankiw et al., 2003; Capistra´n and Timmermann, 2009). Expert
opinions are biased (Laster et al., 1999) and characteristics of the forecasters as age
and experience are related to forecast performance (Lamont, 2002).
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Interestingly, although much information on features of survey forecasts is avail-
able, there is no research on the predictive power of these features. In this paper, we
therefore look at this predictive power where we focus on the disagreement amongst
the forecasters. Our conjecture, which we outline in more detail below, is that the
degree of disagreement could signal upcoming structural or temporal changes in an
economic process or in the predictive power of the survey forecasts.
In our empirical work, we examine a variety of US-specific macroeconomic vari-
ables, and we consider different ways to measure the degree of disagreement. The
models include, besides a measure for the degree of disagreement, measures for lo-
cation of the survey data and autoregressive components. Forecasts from simple lin-
ear models and forecasts from Markov regime-switching models with constant and
with time-varying transition probabilities are constructed in real-time and compared
on forecast accuracy. The survey forecasts are from the Survey of Professional Fore-
casters. Our main finding is that disagreement can indeed have predictive value.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses in more
detail the literature and it explains which variables and models are used. Section 3
describes the data, the models and the methods to evaluate the forecasts. Section 4
gives a summary of the results and section 5 concludes.
2 Background
In this section, we first discuss the features of expert forecasts that could be relevant for
forecasting, and next, we explain how such features can appear in forecasting models.
2.1 Why disagreement may be useful
Without doubting the usefulness of the mean and median of survey forecasts, there
are many reasons to also look at other statistics of survey forecasts. Researchers have
been puzzled by some (seemingly) irrational characteristics of expert forecasts since
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long and explanations have been sought in multiple directions. For example, most
theoretical macroeconomic models do not endogenously generate disagreement, while
disagreement is prevalent in every survey of (professional) forecasters (Dovern et al.,
2009; Laster et al., 1999; Capistra´n and Timmermann, 2009). Other characteristics
unexplained by full rationality are autocorrelated forecast errors and insufficient sen-
sitivity to recent macroeconomic news (Capistra´n and Timmermann, 2009; Mankiw
et al., 2003). Note that explanations given in these studies for these features might
also explain why these features could have predictive power, and that is what we will
consider next.
The new statistics that we consider here are the standard deviation, the 5th per-
centile and the 95th percentile of the survey forecasts and the number of forecasts
collected. We begin by explaining why we address the first three of these statistics,
which can be seen as direct measures of disagreement amongst forecasters 2.
Laster et al. (1999) describe that it is questionable that professional forecasts are
rational in the sense of being efficient and unbiased. They construct a model in which
a forecaster is driven by two conflicting incentives, and these are (1) to forecast as
accurate as possible and (2) to generate publicity for their firms. Most ideally, a pre-
diction is accurate and all other predictions are very inaccurate. Being accurate while
all others are too, does not generate much publicity. At the same time, being wrong
once in a while and being the only one close to the true value at other times, might be
better for a firm than always following consensus. Therefore, professional forecasters
may behave strategically rational.
Related to this principal-agent model is the work of Lamont (2002). He finds that
the age and experience of forecasters are related to forecast accuracy. The older and
more established forecasters they are, the more radical their forecasts and the more
inaccurate. This can again be explained by reputational factors.
2The 5th percentile and the 95th percentile of survey forecasts can be seen as measures of disagree-
ment amongst forecasters, especially when used in combination with the mean or median of the survey
forecasts. This is what we do in this study, see the following sections.
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Following this line of thought, it might be beneficial for a firm or individual ex-
pert to give extreme forecasts at times in which change may come up, even if they
are not sure what kind of change it will be or how it will look like. Some forecasters,
who may be more dependent on publicity, might react more extreme to certain infor-
mation than other forecasters would do. In these periods some forecasters might take
an additional risk, because correctly forecasting extreme future observations generates
positive publicity, while being wrong about it is not that bad.
In our empirical work below, we rely on survey forecasts from anonymous sources.
It is possible to follow one and the same forecaster by way of a code and it is known
what kind of firm provides the forecast, but the names of the forecasters and the firms
are unknown. The question is now, to what extent the forecasters behave strategically
as described above. Without having any information about this, it is very well possible
that the forecasts provided in the anonymous survey are used in other contexts too,
where reputational factors do play a role. Furthermore, within the firms the personal
reputation of a forecaster might also be important and factors described by Lamont
(2002) might still influence the practice of forecasting.
Forecasters who react in different ways to specific information also fits the argu-
ments in Capistra´n and Timmermann (2009). The forecasters are presumed to have
asymmetric loss functions, there is heterogeneity in agents’ loss functions, and a con-
stant loss component can explain how dispersion in inflation beliefs evolves over time
and why it is correlated with the level and volatility of inflation. Without discussing
their model in detail, it is intuitively clear that if forecasters have asymmetric and
differing loss functions (possibly also convex), they update their forecasts in very dif-
ferent ways and particular information might cause dispersion in forecasts.
Also Mankiw et al. (2003) propose a model that can reproduce the distribution
of inflation expectations. They use a sticky-information model in which agents only
update their forecasts periodically because of costs involved in gathering information
and adjusting projections 3. Each period, only a fraction of the forecasters gets new
3Carroll (2003) uses a very similar model to explain the evolution of variation in inflation expecta-
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information and processes it. Mankiw et al. (2003) find that this model is capable of
matching the disagreement and its evolution in inflation expectations.
If we were to consider this model to represent how expert opinions are adjusted,
then disagreement in expert expectations might very well signal upcoming changes in
an economic process. If only some of the survey experts receive information about
this and processes it, then the standard deviation, the 95th percentile or the 5th per-
centile might contain this information, while the mean and the median might do so
only partially or perhaps not at all.
A final argument why we focus on disagreement in forecasts originates from the
work of Zarnowitz and Lambros (1987) and Lahiri and Sheng (2010), amongst others.
Zarnowitz and Lambros (1987) show, also by using the SPF data, that measures of
consensus, the degree of agreement amongst point predictions, and uncertainty, lack
of confidence, are positively correlated. Lahiri and Sheng (2010) also argue that dis-
agreement amongst experts, measured as the standard deviation of expectations, is a
good proxy for forecast uncertainty, assuming that the variability of future aggregate
shocks is stable.
When disagreement in expectations increases while the variability of future aggre-
gate shocks does so too or stays the same, the forecast uncertainty of expert opinions
also increases and the predictive power of the survey forecasts gets reduced. It might
be better in such a situation to rely more on statistical model forecasts and less on
expert opinion. However, if the level of disagreement and the variability of future
aggregate shocks move in opposite directions, it is unclear what to do.
Finally, the fourth explanatory variable that we consider, which is the number of
forecasts collected, is a bit different from the previous three. This variable is related to
disagreement, because with more forecasts there is more opportunity for disagreement
and more possibility for differing statements. But because more forecasts does not
necessarily result in a larger variation in forecasts, we discuss this variable separately.
tions, namely an epidemiological model in which information goes from one person to another in the
same manner as diseases go from one person to another.
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Firms might go bankrupt and therefore no longer provide forecasts. It is also known
that participation in the survey might depend on efforts of the organization collecting
the data 4. But firms might also decide strategically to stop or to start forecasting. If
they are unsure about the future they may decide not to provide a forecast, so they
cannot be wrong. Or, they provide forecasts if they have information they believe is
exclusive. So, the number of forecasts might itself be informative about what might
happen next.
Another reason why this might be the case, probably more convincing in case of
anonymous data, is that the economic situation can influence the necessity for and the
ability of firms to forecast. If firms are in trouble because of the economic situation,
research departments may be closed. On the other hand, economic volatile times can
increase the need to get insight in what the future will bring and thus the need to create
forecasts. So, although it is not clear how the number of forecasts and the predictability
of macroeconomic variables are linked exactly, it is clear that there is a good reason
why they might be linked.
Finally, the number of forecasts might indicate how reliable the mean or median of
those forecasts is. One can imagine that if the number of forecasts is low, that extreme
erroneous forecasts are not cancelled out and that the weight put on it in models and
forecast combinations should better be small in that case.
2.2 How to include disagreement in forecasting models
We will use the above mentioned explanatory variables in three different forecasting
models. The first is a simple ARX model, in which autoregressive terms and each
time one of the new statistics of the survey data is included. The second is a Markov
regime-switching model with constant transition probabilities (MRScons) where one
4In case of the Survey of Professional Forecasters: initially the survey was conducted by the Amer-
ican Statistical Association (ASA), together with the National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER),
but was taken over by the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia in 1990. They revived the survey by
inviting new forecasters to the survey, as participation rates had dropped in the years before.
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of the explanatory variables each time is one of the new survey statistics. The third is a
Markov regime-switching model with time-varying transition probabilities (MRSvar).
In this model, one of the four new statistics is used to predict if a regime switch will
happen. The models are explained in more detail in the next section, but here we will
give some arguments why we use these MRS models.
First of all, Markov regime-switching models are an often used and popular tool to
describe and forecast macroeconomic variables, ever since the publication of the in-
fluential paper of Hamilton (1989). In Granger (2001) some of the many applications
are discussed, showing its suitability in a variety of forms for macroeconomic vari-
ables such as output growth, inflation and interest rates. Timmermann (2000) showed
the flexibility of these models by deriving the moments for a range of Markov switch-
ing models. MRS models showed to be capable of accounting for specific features
of macroeconomic time series such as volatility clustering, asymmetry, and fat-tail
behavior.
Second, Elliott and Timmermann (2005) showed that Markov regime-switching
models might be useful in combining forecasts. They indicate that the weights of the
combination of AR model forecasts and expert forecasts could be driven by a Markov
regime-switching process. For three of their six macroeconomic series, that is, unem-
ployment rate, inflation and nominal GDP growth, this combination method performs
better than a range of alternative combination methods.
A third and final reason to use MRS models follows from our arguments above
why we focus on statistics of disagreement as explanatory variable. This variable
might signal upcoming structural or temporal changes in an economic process or in the
predictive power of the survey forecasts. A good way to model this is by incorporating
these variables as explanatory variables for the transition probabilities in a MRSvar
model.
The models include lags as explanatory variables, because many studies have shown
that combinations of expert forecasts with statistical model forecasts outperform both
individual forecasts. AR models and AR-MRS models have a proven track record.
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Furthermore, we include the mean or median of the survey forecasts in some of the
models. Most studies analyzing survey type forecasting data restrictively focus on the
predictive value of the mean or median. Clemen (1989) found in a broad study on fore-
cast combinations that simple arithmetic averages of forecasts are accurate for many
types of forecasts. Einhorn and Hogharth (1975) argue that equal weights produce
precise forecasts because there is no estimation error, no degrees of freedom are lost,
and no mistakes can be made with the ‘true’ relative weights, giving the wrong fore-
cast the largest weight. According to Armstrong (2001), who refers to multiple other
studies, there is evidence that the median is even more accurate. As the mean is an
often used and praised statistic (Zarnowitz and Braun, 1993; Laster et al., 1999; Elliott
and Timmermann, 2005), we will incorporate both variables in our empirical study.
3 Methodology
In this section we will discuss the data, the models and the evaluation methods in more
detail.
3.1 Data
The survey forecasts we use are from The Survey of Professional Forecasters (SPF),
which is a quarterly survey of macroeconomic forecasts in the United States of Amer-
ica. The survey began in the fourth quarter of 1968 and was conducted by the American
Statistical Association and the National Bureau of Economic Research, so it is often
called the NBER-ASA survey. The Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia took over
the survey in the second quarter of 1990.
The respondents to the survey are forecasting professionals. Participants include,
amongst others, financial firms, banks, consultancy firms and university research cen-
ters. For each variable, ‘forecasts’ are given for the previous quarter (for which the
first release is already available), for the current quarter (for which no realized data
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is available yet) and for the four following quarters. We consider one-quarter-ahead
predictions, where one quarter ahead is the first quarter for which no data is available
yet at the moment of estimating the model parameters and creating forecasts. So, we
use the survey forecasts given for the current quarter.
At present, the survey encompasses 31 macroeconomic variables. We use five
of these variables in our analysis 5: the index of industrial production (INPROD),
Nominal Gross Domestic Product (GNP before 1992) (NGDP), inflation as measured
through the GDP chain-weighted price index (PGDP), the unemployment rate (UN-
EMP) and private housing starts (HOUSING). Our main focus is on INPROD, for
which we will give the most detailed results and we compare the results for INPROD
with the results for the other variables. For INPROD and HOUSING, realized monthly
figures are available, so averages are taken to obtain quarterly figures. Except for the
unemployment rate, we look at growth rates, measured as the first differences in natural
logs of the current value and the previous quarter’s value.
The SPF forecasts, used for the explanatory variables in the forecasting models,
are also transformed into growth rates. We include the rate of change in the forecast
for the current quarter over the ‘forecast’ of that same forecaster for the previous quar-
ter. So, growth is measured as 100 ∗ (ln(ySPFi,t) − ln(ySPFi,t−1)), where ySPFi,t
is the forecast of forecaster i for variable y for the current quarter and ySPFt−1 is the
‘forecast’ of that same forecaster for the previous quarter. We use for this the forecast-
ers’ own stated value for previous quarter instead of the first release, because we think
it gives a better representation of the forecasted growth. Most of the time, these two
figures are the same and sometimes they differ because of mistakes in for example the
base year used to construct some of the variables. These mistakes cancel out by using
forecasts instead of release values.
At the start of our analysis, SPF forecasts were available for the last quarter of 1968
to and including the third quarter of 2009. Realized data were also available up until
5Except for corporate profits, we use the same variables as Elliott and Timmermann (2005) do in
their study.
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the third quarter of 2009. So we work with n = 164 data points. Each quarter there
are ft forecasts available from the SPF for the current quarter and the previous quarter.
3.2 The general model
The Markov regime-switching model with time-varying transition probabilities nests
all models we consider. This MRSvar for the variable to be explained yt, with m
regimes and p lags, is
yt = αst + φ
′
st(L)yt−1 + β
′
stXt + εt,st , (1)
or stated differently:
yt =

α1 + φ1(1)yt−1 + ...+ φ1(p)yt−p + β′1Xt + εt,1 if in state 1
α2 + φ2(1)yt−1 + ...+ φ2(p)yt−p + β′2Xt + εt,2 if in state 2
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
αm + φm(1)yt−1 + ...+ φm(p)yt−p + β′mXt + εt,m if in state m,
(2)
with φst(L) a polynomial lag of order p, st ∈ [1,m] the regime state in period t, Xt is
a vector with k explanatory variables and εt,st ∼ N(0, ωst). The model can assume the
ωst to vary per regime, or ωst to be constant over the different regimes. The variable
st is unobserved and it is assumed to develop according to a first-order Markov chain
with transition probabilities
pijt = Pr[st+1 = j|st = i, Zt] =
exp(δij + γ
′
ijZt)∑m
j=1 exp(δij + γ
′
ijZt)
, (3)
with Zt a vector of r explanatory variables for the regime switching and δi1 and γi1 are
set to zero for identification purposes.
If Zt in (3) is empty (or if all γij are set to zero), the model reduces to a Markov
regime-switching model with constant transition probabilities (MRScons). With all δij
and γij set to zero the regimes have an equal probability of occurring.
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If m = 1 the resulting model is a linear model with p lags and additional explana-
tory variables X (ARX). If m = 1 and X is empty (or if β is set to zero) we get a
simple AR model.
3.3 Models considered
Xt and Zt are vectors with one or more variables related to the SPF forecasts (trans-
formed into growth rates). It is also possible that they are empty. The variables used for
Zt are standardized to facilitate the estimation process. The variables that we consider
for Xt and Zt are divided into two sets. The first set consists of two variables, that is
the mean and median of the forecasts, and are therefore called the location variables.
The second set consists of the standard deviation (std), the 0.05 quantile (5p) and the
0.95 quantile (95p) of the forecasts and the number of forecasts ft (nr), and each of
these four is a different measure for the degree of disagreement amongst forecasters.
For each of the five macroeconomic variables four groups of models are put for-
ward. These are AR models, ARX models, MRScons models and MRSvar models.
The first group consists of linear models with lags of the dependent variable as the
explanatory variables. Models with zero, one, two, three and four lags are considered,
so in total this group consists of five different models.
The second group contains the same linear models as the first group, only now
with one or two additional explanatory variables. So, this group consists of models
with zero, one or more lags and one of the six explanatory variables described above
and it consists of models with zero, one or more lags and two explanatory variables,
one being a location variable and one being a variable measuring disagreement. In
total, this group encompasses 70 models.
The third group is the group with MRScons models, consisting of 150 models.
For each of the models in the first two groups two models are estimated in this group,
each with two regimes (m = 2) and one with common variance and one with varying
variance per regime.
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The final and fourth group contains 24 MRSvar models. These models are esti-
mated with m set to two, with one lag, Xt containing zero or one of the variables of
the first group of explanatory variables (that is, the mean or the median of the SPF fore-
casts), Zt containing one of the variables of the second group of explanatory variables
and with a common or varying variance per regime.
All model parameters are estimated 40 times. The first time with 124 data points,
leaving out the last 40 observations, the second time again with 124 data points, leaving
out the first observation and the last 39 observations and so on. Stated differently,
parameter estimation adopts a rolling window of data. Each model estimated with
data up till date t, will be estimated with the vintage of date t (that is, the last data
release available at date t). Only for INPROD, which is the focal variable, the model
parameters are also estimated 60 times, using a rolling estimation window of 104 data
points and leaving out 60 observations.
Estimation of the parameters proceeds by optimizing the likelihood function as-
sociated with the Markov regime-switching model or with the linear model. As the
underlying state variable st is assumed to be unobserved, it is treated as a latent vari-
able and the EM algorithm described in Hamilton (1994) is used for the estimation of
the MRScons models. The EM algorithm developed by Diebold et al. (1994) is used
for estimation of the MRSvar models.
For the MRS models, especially the MRSvar models, the estimation results might
depend on the starting values of the parameters used in the estimation procedure, as
the likelihood function has multiple local optima. Therefore, we use a grid of different
starting values for δij and γij the first time the model parameters are estimated and we
select the model with the maximum log-likelihood. The resulting estimated parameters
are used as starting values in the next step of the real-time forecasting procedure, and
the resulting estimated parameters of that step are used as starting values in the step
after that, and so on. Every five steps the model parameters are estimated using the
grid of different starting values again. Most ideally, the grid of different starting values
for δij and γij would be used at each step, in order to get the most optimal results.
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However, as this takes too much computation time, the model parameters are estimated
using the grid every five steps.
3.4 Forecast evaluation
For each model and each macroeconomic variable a set of one-step-ahead forecasts
is created. The forecasts are created making use of the parameters estimated with the
most recent available data if the forecasts are created in real-time and making use of a
rolling estimation window. We use 124 data points to estimate the model parameters,
so we obtain P = 40 forecasts to evaluate.
For INPROD we also look at two other sets of forecasts per model. The first set is
created with the models estimated in the first round with the first 124 data points, so
for these forecasts we use a fixed estimation window. We also obtain P = 40 forecasts
in this case. The second set of predictions is created making use of a rolling estimation
window again, but now the models are estimated over 104 data points, so here we
obtain P = 60 forecasts.
Forecasts for the MRS models are constructed as in Hamilton (1994). This means
that with two regimes the one-step-ahead forecast is
yˆt+1|t = E[yt+1|st+1 = 1,Ωt] · P (st+1 = 1|Ωt; θ)+
E[yt+1|st+1 = 2,Ωt] · P (st+1 = 2|Ωt; θ), (4)
where θ denote the estimated parameters, Ωt is all the data available up to date t and
P (st+1 = j|Ωt; θ) are the one-step-ahead state probabilities computed from the filtered
state probabilities P (st = j|Ωt; θ) (which are obtained from the estimation procedure)
and multiplied by the transition probabilities in (3). For the fixed estimation window
these one-step-ahead state probabilities obtained from the first estimation round are
multiplied by the transition probabilities in (3) to obtain forecasts in the second round
and so on.
One way to evaluate the forecasts is to select in each step the number of lags for
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the models in the first three groups using an information criterion. In the same way, a
selection between constant and varying variance in the MRS models could be made.
However, we decide to only analyze and compare the forecasts of the models estimated
with one lag and to look at the models with varying and constant variance without
selecting one of these with an information criterion. This decision is based on our
finding that results do not necessarily improve by working with information criteria
to select the number of lags and to make a selection between constant and varying
variance. Furthermore, it is not that clear which information criterion to use 6. This
way, we focus completely on the predictive value of the disagreement variables without
the results being flawed because of a possible inappropriate use of information criteria.
The forecasts are analyzed using two kinds of data realizations. These are the first
release and last release data, as they are known in the third quarter of 2009. Root mean
squared prediction errors (RMSPE) are constructed and the RMSPE’s of our models
(including one of the four SPF variables introduced in this study) are compared to 9
benchmarks. As benchmark forecasts we use the mean and median of SPF forecasts
and forecasts from 7 different benchmark models, which are the AR model with one
lag, the ARX model with one lag and with the mean or median of SPF forecasts and the
MRS model with one lag and with mean or median of SPF forecasts and with varying
or constant variance of the error terms (as inspired by Elliott and Timmermann (2005)).
We use two different tests to see if the differences in RMSPE’s are significant.
The first is the well-known test of Diebold and Mariano (1995) (DM). McCracken
(2000) and Clark and McCracken (2001) have shown that this test is not valid if the
models are nested models, because the asymptotic distribution of the test statistic is
not standard in this case. However, Giacomini and White (2006) showed that the DM-
test remains valid for nested models when the estimation sample size remains finite, or
6See for example Psaradakis and Spagnolo (2006), Smith et al. (2006) and Awirothananon and
Cheung (2009). They investigate which information criterion to use to choose between different MRS
models, but also focus on the decision on the number of regimes and for example not on the choice to
use common or varying variance. Furthermore, their results are conflicting.
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stated differently, when a rolling or fixed estimation sample forecasting scheme is used.
Thus, although we work with nested models, by using rolling and fixed estimation
sample forecasting schemes it is possible to use the DM-test in a standard way.
It is found that the DM-statistic tends to be over-sized in small samples. As we
have a rather small sample of forecasts we adjust the DM-test in a way proposed by
Harvey et al. (1997) to overcome this problem. To that end we adjust the DM-statistic
by multiplying it with the square root of (P − 1)/P . We also compare this adjusted
statistic with critical values obtained from a Student’s t-distribution with P −1 degrees
of freedom, instead of using the standard normal distribution.
The second test we use is proposed by Van Dijk and Franses (2003). This test is
put forward to specifically compare the forecasting performance of linear and nonlin-
ear time series models. Van Dijk and Franses (2003) argue that nonlinear time series
models often do not outperform linear models in out-of-sample forecasting, despite
their superior in-sample fit. They suggest that this might be due to the use of inap-
propriate evaluation criteria and suggest using a criterium that weights the forecasted
observations. Therefore, they use the DM-statistic and adjust it by using different
weight functions in such a way that more weight is placed on the relevant observations
which are most associated with non-linearity (for example, turning points). Weight
functions that they propose focus on one or two tails (LT and RT ) of the distribu-
tion of the dependent variable. We look at the same three weight functions, being:
wT (yt) = 1 − φ(yt)/max(φ(yt)), wLT (yt) = 1 − Φ(yt) and wRT (yt) = Φ(yt). Here,
φ(·) is the density function of yt and Φ(·) is the cumulative distribution function of
yt. The density function of yt is estimated using the relevant in-sample observations
and using a normal kernel function with automatic bandwidth selection. The empirical
cumulative density function is used as an estimate of Φ(yt).
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4 Results
As announced in the previous section, to save space our main focus is on the variable
INPROD. In the first part of this section we analyze the forecasts obtained for this
variable using a rolling estimation window of 124 observations. After that, we check
the robustness of these results in three different ways. First of all, we look at fixed
estimation window forecasts for INPROD. Second, we look at forecasts for INPROD
obtained using a rolling estimation window of 104 observations. Finally, we analyze
forecasts for the other four macroeconomic variables obtained using a rolling estima-
tion window of 124 observations.
The RMSPE’s of a large part of the estimated models can be found in tables 1 and
2. Although models without the mean or median of SPF forecasts are estimated too,
results from these models are omitted from the tables, because these models appeared
to have a very poor forecasting performance in all cases.
4.1 Industrial Production, rolling window, 40 forecasts
Columns 1 and 4 of table 1 show the RMSPE’s of the sets of 40 INPROD forecasts
created by using a rolling estimation window. The ten smallest RMSPE’s are displayed
in boldface.
What is remarkable is that the simple mean and median of the SPF forecasts per-
form very well over this period (RMSPE’s of 0.916 and 0.909). It is obviously more
precise than any of the 7 benchmark models. Clearly, it is also difficult for the alterna-
tive models in this case to outperform these SPF forecasts.
For every new SPF variable (std, 5p, 95p and nr) to use in forecasting, there is
at least one model that seems to outperform the benchmark models in forecasting to
some extent. We discuss these variables therefore one by one.
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Table 1: RMSPE’s for models estimated for growth of INPROD. Fore-
casts are created using a rolling estimation window (‘roll’) or a fixed
estimation window (‘fix’) and RMSPE’s are calculated over 40 or 60
forecasts. All models include one lag as explanatory variable and the
SPF variables as indicated below. The ‘c’ or ‘v’ indicates if a constant or
varying variance per regime is used for the error terms in the MRS mod-
els. The bold RMSPE’s are the ten smallest RMSPE’s in that column.
INPROD Last release First release
Roll 40 Fix 40 Roll 60 Roll 40 Fix 40 Roll 60
AR 1.247 1.226 1.126 1.198 1.186 1.064
ARX-mean 0.967 0.918 0.893 0.864 0.817 0.773
ARX-med 0.966 0.911 0.896 0.861 0.804 0.773
MRScons-mean-c 0.959 0.959 0.902 0.844 0.848 0.776
MRScons-mean-v 0.994 0.969 0.899 0.880 0.877 0.784
MRScons-med-c 0.997 0.954 0.894 0.896 0.845 0.769
MRScons-med-v 0.999 0.938 0.911 0.887 0.835 0.790
SPF-mean 0.916 0.916 0.857 0.837 0.837 0.740
SPF-med 0.909 0.909 0.853 0.823 0.823 0.729
ARX-mean+std 0.977 0.939 0.918 0.876 0.832 0.793
ARX-mean+5p 0.960 0.917 0.912 0.859 0.816 0.784
ARX-mean+95p 0.978 0.969 0.907 0.876 0.857 0.787
ARX-mean+nr 0.965 0.915 0.901 0.858 0.814 0.776
ARX-med+std 0.978 0.936 0.920 0.874 0.823 0.793
ARX-med+5p 0.982 0.941 0.900 0.875 0.828 0.783
ARX-med+95p 0.952 0.917 0.910 0.852 0.809 0.780
ARX-med+nr 0.972 0.912 0.908 0.861 0.805 0.780
MRScons-mean+std-c 0.983 0.928 0.956 0.861 0.811 0.828
MRScons-mean+std-v 0.965 0.931 0.931 0.845 0.822 0.803
MRScons-mean+5p-c 0.917 0.943 0.910 0.810 0.837 0.771
MRScons-mean+5p-v 0.981 0.918 0.903 0.870 0.827 0.761
MRScons-mean+95p-c 0.966 0.938 0.927 0.844 0.816 0.805
MRScons-mean+95p-v 0.993 0.968 0.932 0.879 0.850 0.814
MRScons-mean+nr-c 0.917 0.921 0.907 0.799 0.795 0.786
MRScons-mean+nr-v 0.935 0.953 0.914 0.811 0.831 0.788
MRScons-med+std-c 0.990 0.959 0.942 0.873 0.847 0.814
MRScons-med+std-v 1.008 0.956 0.913 0.891 0.842 0.776
MRScons-med+5p-c 0.978 0.974 0.892 0.865 0.861 0.774
MRScons-med+5p-v 0.985 1.006 0.897 0.870 0.894 0.781
MRScons-med+95p-c 0.976 0.914 0.911 0.861 0.798 0.782
MRScons-med+95p-v 0.960 0.924 0.896 0.844 0.816 0.754
MRScons-med+nr-c 0.947 0.965 0.909 0.832 0.842 0.782
MRScons-med+nr-v 0.920 0.907 0.901 0.806 0.794 0.777
MRSvar-mean+std-c 1.029 0.908 0.884 0.934 0.803 0.741
MRSvar-mean+std-v 0.945 0.923 0.844 0.863 0.821 0.712
MRSvar-mean+5p-c 1.035 0.932 0.978 0.943 0.832 0.844
MRSvar-mean+5p-v 0.976 0.931 0.823 0.889 0.827 0.694
MRSvar-mean+95p-c 0.978 0.982 1.027 0.872 0.904 0.928
MRSvar-mean+95p-v 0.975 0.913 0.946 0.844 0.793 0.828
MRSvar-mean+nr-c 0.952 0.880 0.873 0.840 0.792 0.750
MRSvar-mean+nr-v 0.882 0.891 0.870 0.773 0.799 0.752
MRSvar-med+std-c 1.007 0.949 0.873 0.926 0.848 0.736
MRSvar-med+std-v 1.028 0.919 0.827 0.961 0.814 0.697
MRSvar-med+5p-c 1.038 0.923 0.885 0.942 0.819 0.765
MRSvar-med+5p-v 1.030 0.961 0.854 0.946 0.855 0.728
MRSvar-med+95p-c 0.933 1.147 0.934 0.810 1.071 0.810
MRSvar-med+95p-v 0.936 0.892 0.986 0.810 0.773 0.873
MRSvar-med+nr-c 1.071 0.885 0.874 0.976 0.783 0.745
MRSvar-med+nr-v 1.089 0.875 0.865 0.976 0.779 0.746
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Table 2: RMSPE’s for models estimated for UNEMP and growth of NGDP, PGDP and
HOUSING. The RMSPE’s are calculated over 40 forecasts, which are created using a
rolling estimation window. For further information, see the caption of table 1.
Roll 40 Last release First release
NGDP PGDP UNEM HOUS NGDP PGDP UNEM HOUS
AR 0.776 0.331 0.392 7.390 0.702 0.349 0.391 7.683
ARX-mean 0.443 0.279 0.121 5.338 0.358 0.264 0.113 5.425
ARX-med 0.433 0.278 0.120 5.089 0.349 0.266 0.115 5.176
MRScons-mean-c 0.443 0.271 0.120 5.348 0.354 0.256 0.116 5.392
MRScons-mean-v 0.441 0.278 0.123 5.369 0.348 0.270 0.114 5.415
MRScons-med-c 0.429 0.277 0.120 5.096 0.341 0.264 0.120 5.139
MRScons-med-v 0.437 0.278 0.122 5.091 0.346 0.267 0.118 5.142
SPF-mean 0.458 0.237 0.135 6.010 0.363 0.230 0.129 6.126
SPF-med 0.450 0.241 0.127 5.624 0.354 0.239 0.123 5.735
ARX-mean+std 0.441 0.278 0.120 5.676 0.355 0.263 0.111 5.754
ARX-mean+5p 0.440 0.281 0.122 5.593 0.353 0.265 0.114 5.679
ARX-mean+95p 0.443 0.277 0.114 5.594 0.357 0.263 0.104 5.666
ARX-mean+nr 0.441 0.282 0.119 5.626 0.359 0.266 0.111 5.709
ARX-med+std 0.433 0.277 0.119 5.362 0.346 0.265 0.114 5.442
ARX-med+5p 0.433 0.279 0.120 5.137 0.349 0.266 0.115 5.227
ARX-med+95p 0.432 0.280 0.117 5.401 0.345 0.268 0.113 5.465
ARX-med+nr 0.425 0.280 0.117 5.430 0.342 0.267 0.113 5.513
MRScons-mean+std-c 0.451 0.264 0.124 5.301 0.355 0.253 0.119 5.311
MRScons-mean+std-v 0.447 0.267 0.123 5.550 0.352 0.261 0.117 5.567
MRScons-mean+5p-c 0.447 0.257 0.130 5.438 0.358 0.250 0.124 5.481
MRScons-mean+5p-v 0.453 0.276 0.123 5.453 0.352 0.274 0.116 5.483
MRScons-mean+95p-c 0.450 0.263 0.112 5.312 0.364 0.251 0.107 5.315
MRScons-mean+95p-v 0.446 0.269 0.119 5.289 0.355 0.260 0.110 5.348
MRScons-mean+nr-c 0.442 0.271 0.129 5.690 0.356 0.251 0.124 5.752
MRScons-mean+nr-v 0.433 0.275 0.115 5.623 0.354 0.261 0.108 5.695
MRScons-med+std-c 0.443 0.270 0.117 5.512 0.351 0.265 0.114 5.505
MRScons-med+std-v 0.449 0.270 0.120 5.394 0.345 0.269 0.118 5.414
MRScons-med+5p-c 0.427 0.268 0.116 5.031 0.343 0.259 0.114 5.082
MRScons-med+5p-v 0.473 0.272 0.121 5.049 0.379 0.265 0.117 5.094
MRScons-med+95p-c 0.445 0.268 0.110 5.389 0.344 0.260 0.111 5.381
MRScons-med+95p-v 0.430 0.276 0.117 5.274 0.334 0.269 0.114 5.294
MRScons-med+nr-c 0.423 0.280 0.120 5.406 0.339 0.267 0.120 5.485
MRScons-med+nr-v 0.420 0.272 0.120 5.303 0.338 0.264 0.116 5.367
MRSvar-mean+std-c 0.494 0.269 0.129 5.826 0.473 0.265 0.121 5.922
MRSvar-mean+std-v 0.491 0.277 0.131 5.302 0.477 0.266 0.123 5.390
MRSvar-mean+5p-c 0.517 0.273 0.124 4.945 0.389 0.264 0.119 5.061
MRSvar-mean+5p-v 0.506 0.277 0.124 5.559 0.397 0.270 0.114 5.553
MRSvar-mean+95p-c 0.535 0.281 0.120 5.798 0.434 0.261 0.115 5.886
MRSvar-mean+95p-v 0.514 0.275 0.124 5.741 0.399 0.262 0.119 5.708
MRSvar-mean+nr-c 0.491 0.275 0.114 5.353 0.385 0.255 0.105 5.478
MRSvar-mean+nr-v 0.460 0.276 0.108 5.358 0.384 0.254 0.100 5.487
MRSvar-med+std-c 0.424 0.262 0.127 5.153 0.353 0.257 0.123 5.214
MRSvar-med+std-v 0.423 0.275 0.127 5.391 0.355 0.267 0.120 5.510
MRSvar-med+5p-c 0.502 0.266 0.125 5.356 0.373 0.255 0.123 5.334
MRSvar-med+5p-v 0.473 0.266 0.123 5.453 0.369 0.257 0.121 5.462
MRSvar-med+95p-c 0.504 0.280 0.123 5.644 0.407 0.263 0.121 5.742
MRSvar-med+95p-v 0.499 0.273 0.122 5.585 0.402 0.259 0.120 5.690
MRSvar-med+nr-c 0.475 0.271 0.119 5.107 0.374 0.254 0.116 5.238
MRSvar-med+nr-v 0.451 0.276 0.115 5.136 0.365 0.262 0.111 5.249
Std
The first is the standard deviation of SPF forecasts. The MRS model with one lag and
the mean of the SPF forecasts as explanatory variables, the standard deviation of SPF
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forecasts used to model regime switches and a varying variance of the error terms per
regime (MRSvar-mean+std-v) is amongst the ten models with the lowest RMSPE’s.
Before we discuss the forecasting performance in detail it might be interesting to see
how the estimated model parameters look like. To that extent we estimate the model
parameters over the complete data set and compared the results with the models esti-
mated over parts of the data set. The results look quite the same, so we discuss the
estimates for the complete data set here.
Figure 1: This figure shows the probability at regime two as estimated by the MRSvar-mean+std-v
model for growth of INPROD in combination with the standard deviation of SPF forecasts. The green
line, with its scale on the left, is the standard deviation of SPF forecasts. The orange line, fluctuating
between 0 and 1 and with its scale on the right, is the probability at regime two. The shaded area’s are
recessions as indicated by the NBER.
Figure 1 shows the standard deviation of SPF forecasts, the estimated smoothed
probabilities at regime two and recessions as officially declared by the NBER. It can
be seen that this model estimates one regime that occurs most of the time, when the
standard deviation of SPF forecasts is not too high. When the standard deviation of
SPF forecasts rises above approximately 1.1 the process switches to regime two. In
panel 1 of table 3, the estimated parameters are given with their significance. In regime
one, we see a negative constant, a significant 7 positive coefficient for the lag of IN-
PROD growth, a significant positive coefficient for the mean of SPF forecasts and a
variance of the error terms of around 0.6. In regime two, the estimated intercept is
much more negative, the coefficient for the lag is not significantly different from zero
7A significance level of 5% is used.
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Table 3: Coefficients of models es-
timated for INRPOD data from the
fourth quarter of 1968 to the third
quarter of 2009. If the coefficients
are significantly different from 0 at
the 5%-level is indicated by ‘*’.
Regime 1 Regime2
MRSvar-mean+std-v
c -0.064 -0.240
lag 0.274* -0.000
mean 0.808* 1.038*
var 0.563* 2.170*
MRScons-mean+5p-c
c -0.576 -0.217
lag 0.180* 0.110
mean 0.902* 1.744*
5p 0.183* -0.619*
var 0.378* 0.378*
MRSvar-med+95p-c
c -0.100 1.011
lag 0.244* -0.127
median 0.905* 0.514*
var 0.787* 0.787*
MRSvar-mean+nr-v
c -0.165 0.367
lag 0.100* 0.626*
mean 1.106* -0.180
var 0.812* 0.236*
anymore, the coefficient for the mean of SPF forecasts is a little bit higher and still
significant and the variance of the error terms is with a value of around 2 much higher
than in regime one.
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Figure 2: This figure shows the probability at regime two as estimated by the MRSvar-mean+std-v
model for growth of INPROD in combination with growth of INPROD. The green line, with its scale
on the left, is growth of INPROD. The orange line, fluctuating between 0 and 1 and with its scale on the
right, is the probability at regime two. The shaded area’s are recessions as indicated by the NBER.
In figure 2, growth of INPROD, the estimated smoothed probabilities at regime two
and recessions as officially declared by the NBER are shown. We see that regime two
often occurs around recessionary periods, but not always. During regime two as indi-
cated by the model, growth of INPROD is on average negative and during regime one
it is positive. Furthermore, in regime two growth of INPROD is much more volatile
than in regime one and regime two covers more extreme values than regime one.
We can conclude from these results that the standard deviation of SPF forecasts
might predict volatile periods in which a relatively higher weight should be put on the
mean of SPF forecasts and a lower weight on the lag of INPROD growth in forecasting
models/ combinations.
If we take a closer look at the forecasting performance of this model, we see that
the RMSPE of this model is lower than all the benchmark models, but it is not lower
than the mean or median of the SPF forecasts. In the last column of table 4, we see
that this model does produce significantly8 more accurate forecasts than a few of the
benchmark models, but not all.
8A significance level of 10% is used here.
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Table 4: This table shows if the models in the header of the column forecast significantly more
accurate than the models in the header of the row, according to the tests as described in section 3.4.
The models are estimated for INPROD data, a rolling estimation window is used and 40 forecasts
are created. ‘++’ indicates that the model in the column header produces more accurate forecasts
than the model mentioned in the row header according to the unweighted test. ‘+’ indicates that
not the unweighted test, but at least one of the weighted tests shows a significant difference. A
significance level of 10% is used.
INPROD Roll 40 MRSvar- MRScons- MRScons- MRScons MRSvar MRSvar
mean+nr-v med+nr-v mean+nr-c mean+5p-c med+95p-c mean+std-v
Last release
AR ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++
ARX-mean ++ + +
ARX-med ++ + + ++
MRScons-mean-c ++ ++ ++ ++
MRScons-mean-v ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++
MRScons-med-c ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++
MRScons-med-v ++ ++ ++ ++ ++
SPF-mean +
SPF-med +
First release
AR ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++
ARX-mean ++ +
ARX-med ++ ++ ++ ++ ++
MRScons-mean-c ++ ++ ++ ++
MRScons-mean-v ++ ++ ++ ++ ++
MRScons-med-c ++ ++ ++ ++ ++
MRScons-med-v ++ ++ ++ ++ ++
SPF-mean + +
SPF-med + + + + +
5p
The MRS model with constant transition probabilities, constant variance of the error
terms and as independent variables one lag and SPF mean and 5p (MRScons-mean+5p-
c) has even lower RMSPE’s. Although there are differences between the models es-
timated to create forecasts and the model estimated for the complete data set, some
general features of the full data model are prevalent in the smaller models. Therefore
we will again look at this full data model.
This model distinguishes two regimes that occur about equally often, see figure 3.
The smoothed probability at regime two follows the fluctuations in growth of INPROD
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Figure 3: This figure shows the probability at regime two as estimated by the MRScons-mean+5p-c
model for growth of INPROD in combination with growth of INPROD. For more information, see the
caption of figure 2.
very closely. On average this growth is higher in regime two, with also a higher 5th
and 95th percentile. In regime one, growth is slightly negative on average. In panel
2 of table 3, we present the estimated coefficients in both regimes. The most obvi-
ous difference is that the coefficient of the mean rises from 0.9 in regime one to 1.7
in regime two and that the coefficient of 5p declines from around 0.2 to around -0.6.
So, in regime one, where growth of INPROD is most of the time declining, the coef-
ficients of the mean and 5th percentile of survey forecasts have the same sign. The
mean of survey forecasts has a coefficient close to 1 and when the most ‘negative’
forecasters predict a negative growth in this regime the final growth forecast should
be lowered, ceteris paribus. In regime two, where growth of INPROD is most of the
time increasing, the coefficients of the mean and 5th percentile of survey forecasts
have opposite signs. The coefficient of the mean of survey forecasts indicates that the
average forecast is too modest and should be inflated, ceteris paribus, and when the
most ‘negative’ forecasters predict a negative growth in this regime the final forecast
should be increased and visa versa.
The forecasting performance of this model (MRScons-mean+5p-c) is much better
than that of the previous model we discussed. Its RMSPE’s are lower than the RM-
SPE’s of all benchmark models and even lower than the RMSPE’s of SPF mean and
median in case of first release data, see columns 1 and 4 of table 1. It produces signif-
icantly more accurate forecasts according to the unweighted test than all benchmark
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models except one, both compared to first release and last release data. The remaining
benchmark model is beaten according to at least one of the weighted tests, again both
compared to first and last release data, and SPF mean and median are beaten signifi-
cantly according to at least one weighted test if we look at first release data, see column
4 of table 4.
95p
The third explanatory variable of interest, 95p, seems to have predictive value in the
MRS model with one lag and the median of survey forecasts as explanatory variables,
with 95p as explanatory variable for regime switches and with a constant variance of
the error terms (MRSvar-med+95p-c). If we estimate this model over the complete
data set it again partly resembles the estimated models used to create the forecasts. We
find one regime that occurs the most and that is when the 95th percentile of growth
forecasts is lower than approximately 3%, see figure 4. In this regime (see the third
panel of table 3) the constant is slightly negative, the coefficient of the lag is signif-
icantly positive and the coefficient of the median is significantly different from zero
with a value of around 0.9. When 95p rises above 3 we find a regime with an intercept
around 1, a coefficient of the lag that is not significantly different from 0 and a coeffi-
cient of the median which is significantly different from 0 with a value of around 0.5.
In both regimes the variance of the error terms is approximately 0.8. In figure 5 we
see that regime 2 often occurs right after a recession or otherwise right after a dip in
INPROD growth. During regime two growth of INPROD is on average much higher
than during regime one and always positive.
This all indicates that when the 95th percentile of survey forecasts increases it is
likely that a recovery period is coming up with on average high growth of industrial
production. This is a plausible result. In this period the lag of INPROD should not
receive much weight in the forecast, while the constant should be higher and the coef-
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Figure 4: This figure shows the probability at regime two as estimated by the MRSvar-med+95p-c
model for growth of INPROD in combination with the 95th percentile of SPF forecasts. For more
information, see the caption of figure 1.
Figure 5: This figure shows the probability at regime two as estimated by the MRSvar-med+95p-c
model for growth of INPROD in combination with growth of INPROD. For more information, see the
caption of figure 2.
ficient of SPF median should be lower.
The forecasting performance of this model is quite good, see again table 1, columns
1 and 4. The RMSPE is clearly lower than the RMSPE’s of all benchmark models, both
calculated over first release and last release data. However, the difference is not always
significant (see column 5 of table 4) and SPF mean and SPF median are more precise
predictors.
Nr
Finally, for the number of survey forecasts we find multiple models that seem capable
of outperforming the benchmark models in forecasting, see columns 1 and 4 of table 1
and the first 3 columns of table 4. The model with the best forecasting performance is
a MRS model with as explanatory variables one lag and the mean of survey forecasts,
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with as explanatory variable for the regime switches nr and with a varying variance of
the error terms. We again estimated this model over the complete data set to see what it
looks like. In figure 6 we see the probability at regime 2 in combination with the num-
ber of SPF forecasts. The first regime estimated by the model occurs most of the time,
notably when the number of forecasts is above approximately 27. When the number
of forecasts is lower than 27, the probability that the process switches to regime two
increases. See table 3 for the estimated coefficients and its significance. In regime
one, when the number of forecasts is high, we find a negative intercept, a significantly
positive coefficient for the lag, a significantly positive coefficient for the mean of SPF
forecasts and a variance of the error terms of around 0.8. In regime two, when the
number of forecasts is low, we find a positive intercept, a coefficient for the lag that
is higher than in regime one and still significant, a coefficient for the mean of survey
forecasts that is not significant anymore and a lower variance of the error terms. In
figure 7, we observe when regime two occurs according to this model in combination
with growth of INPROD. Regime two is obviously not related to recessionary periods.
During regime two the dependent variable is much more stable and not that volatile as
during regime one.
Figure 6: This figure shows the probability at regime two as estimated by the MRSvar-mean+nr-v
model for growth of INPROD in combination with the number of SPF forecasts. For more information,
see the caption of figure 1.
There are two conclusions which could be drawn from the results. The first is that
when the dependent variable is more volatile, the expert forecasts should receive more
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Figure 7: This figure shows the probability at regime two as estimated by the MRSvar-mean+nr-v
model for growth of INPROD in combination with growth of INPROD. For more information, see the
caption of figure 2.
weight and the number of forecasts can predict these different regimes. Thus, when
the economic process is in a volatile regime, more experts produce forecasts than in
more stable periods, and this coincides with our premises in section 2. This also fits
the results of the first model presented in this section, where std predicts how volatile
the variable of interest will be.
Another interpretation could be, that when there are not enough forecasts the mean
or median of the forecasts is less reliable and informative and should not be used
anymore or to a lesser extent. Whether the link between volatility of the dependent
variable and the number of forecasts is a coincidence is not clear and should be inves-
tigated using other data sets.
The forecasting results of this model are quite convincing. The RMSPE is lower
than the RMSPE’s of all the benchmark models and even lower than the SPF mean
and SPF median, see columns 1 and 4 of table 1. According to the standard test the
difference is significant for all the benchmark models and according to the weighted
tests the difference is also significant for SPF mean and SPF median, see the first
column of table 4.
4.2 Industrial Production, fixed window, 40 forecasts
The results in the previous section are encouraging and support the notion that dis-
agreement amongst forecasters might have predictive value. But how do these results
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hold in different forecast situations? In this section we look at forecasts created using a
fixed estimation window. All the models are estimated once and these estimated mod-
els are used to create forecasts for 40 consecutive quarters. RMSPE’s can be found in
the second and fifth column of table 1. For a few of the estimated models, information
on test results can be found in table 5.
Table 5: This table shows if the models in the headers of the columns forecast significantly
more accurate than the models in the headers of the rows, according to the tests as described in
section 3.4. The models are estimated for INPROD data, a fixed estimation window is used and
40 forecasts are created. See for more information the caption of table 4.
INPROD Fix 40 MRSvar- MRSvar- MRScons- MRScons- MRSvar- MRScons-
med+nr-v mean+nr-c med+nr-v mean+nr-c med+95p-v med-95p-c
Last release
AR ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ +
ARX-mean + +
ARX-med + ++
MRScons-mean-c ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++
MRScons-mean-v ++ ++ ++ + ++ ++
MRScons-med-c ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++
MRScons-med-v ++ ++ ++ + ++ +
SPF-mean + +
SPF-med + + + + +
First release
AR ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++
ARX-mean +
ARX-med ++ + ++
MRScons-mean-c ++ ++ ++ ++
MRScons-mean-v ++ ++ ++ ++
MRScons-med-c + ++ ++ ++ ++
MRScons-med-v ++ ++ ++ ++
SPF-mean + +
SPF-med + + ++ +
One conclusion that immediately follows from inspection of the RMSPE’s, is that
the forecasts created using a fixed estimation window are more precise than using
a rolling estimation window. For six of the seven benchmark models the RMSPE’s
are lower and for the seventh model RMSPE’s are approximately the same. Also the
remaining models often produce more accurate forecasts in this case.
To see how these results compare with the results presented in the previous section,
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we again discuss the four new variables one by one.
Std
For std, the RMSPE’s of the two MRSvar-mean+std models are quite low and the
RMSPE’s of the model with a constant variance for the error terms is amongst the
ten models with the lowest RMSPE’s and has lower RMSPE’s than all the benchmark
models and than mean and median of SPF (see table 1). However, according to both
the unweighted and weighted tests there is no evidence that these models produce
significantly more accurate forecasts than the benchmark models and SPF mean and
median. Table 5 does not show any test results for the MRSvar-mean+std models,
because all test results were insignificant.
5p
For 5p we find even less evidence in this situation that the variable has predictive value.
None of the models with 5p is capable of outperforming the benchmarks.
95p
This is different for 95p. The same model that performed well using a rolling estima-
tion window also performs well using a fixed estimation model, namely a MRSvar-
med+95p model. Only here the model that performs well has varying variance for the
error terms and in the previous section we looked at the model with constant variance.
However, the differences between these two models were very small in case of the
rolling estimation window.
The estimation and interpretation of this model is much the same as shown in
the previous section using the estimation of the model over the complete data set.
The variance of the error terms is in the first regime around 0.9 and in the second
regime around 1, so this is essentially the same as a MRSvar-med+95p-c model. The
MRSvar-med+95p-c model did not perform well using a fixed estimation window,
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because the estimation of the first of the 40 rolling window estimations (used to create
the 40 fixed estimation window forecasts) did not converge to parameters similar to the
complete data estimation and similar to most of the other 39 estimations. The first set
of MRSvar-med+95p-v parameters estimated, was however similar to the parameters
estimated over the complete data set and most of the other 39 estimations.
Another model that performs well, is the MRS model with constant transition prob-
abilities, with explanatory variables the median and 95p and with a constant variance
for the error terms. However, the interpretation for this model is hard, as the probabil-
ities at the different regimes are often not close to zero or one and the coefficients in
both regimes are often insignificantly different from zero.
Nr
For nr we find again multiple models capable of producing more accurate forecasts
than at least part of the benchmark models. As for the variable 95p, part of the mod-
els we find capable of producing accurate forecasts using a fixed estimation window
are similar to the models we find using a rolling estimation window. The MRSvar-
mean+nr-c, MRSvar-mean+nr-v, MRSvar-median+nr-c and the MRSvar-median+nr-v
all produce forecasts with RMSPE’s lower than all benchmark RMSPE’s and in most
cases the differences are significant in case of last release data, see table 1, columns
2 and 5, and see table 5, columns 1 and 2. The estimated parameters and interpreta-
tions of these models are similar to that of the MRSvar-mean+nr-v estimation over the
complete data set.
Also two MRS models with constant transition probabilities and nr as one of the
explanatory variables perform well in forecasting, especially comparing to first release
data, see table 1, columns 2 and 5, and see table 5, columns 3 and 4. In one regime the
mean or median has a coefficient of around 0.8 and the coefficient of nr is insignificant.
In the other regime, occurring less often, the mean or median has a coefficient of
around 1.5 and nr a coefficient of around 0.02. This indicates that in specific situations
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more forecasters signify a higher growth of INPROD, ceteris paribus.
4.3 Industrial Production, rolling window, 60 forecasts
If we create 60 INPROD forecasts by using a rolling window of 104 observations, we
find that the variables std and 5p do have significant forecasting value, while now 95p
and nr do not seem to contain significant forecasting information. See columns 3 and
6 of table 1 and see table 6.
Table 6: This table shows if the models in the headers of the columns forecast significantly
more accurate than the models in the headers of the rows, according to the tests as described in
section 3.4. The models are estimated for INPROD data, a rolling estimation window is used
and 60 forecasts are created. See for more information the caption of table 4.
INPROD Roll 60 MRSvar- MRSvar- MRSvar- MRSvar- MRSvar- MRSvar-
mean+5p-v med+5p-v med+std-v mean+std-v med+nr-v mean+nr-v
Last release
AR ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++
ARX-mean + ++ +
ARX-med + ++ ++
MRScons-mean-c ++ ++
MRScons-mean-v + ++ +
MRScons-med-c ++
MRScons-med-v ++ ++ ++ ++
SPF-mean +
SPF-med +
First release
AR ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++
ARX-mean ++ ++
ARX-med + ++ ++
MRScons-mean-c ++ ++
MRScons-mean-v ++ ++ ++
MRScons-med-c ++
MRScons-med-v ++ ++ ++
SPF-mean +
SPF-med
From table 1 it can be seen that the ARX and MRScons models do not produce very
accurate forecasts. In this situation, the MRSvar models are the only models capable
of outperforming the benchmark models and SPF forecasts.
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Std
The SPF mean and SPF median give again lower RMSPE’s than all the benchmark
models in this period. There are, however, two MRSvar models using std which create
RMSPE’s lower than these SPF mean and SPF median, namely MRSvar-mean+std-v
and MRSvar-median+std-v. The MRSvar-mean+std models also produced relatively
low RMSPE’s using a rolling window to create 40 forecasts and using a fixed window
to create 40 forecasts, but there we were not able to show that the improvement of the
forecasts was significant and the mean and median of SPF produced lower RMSPE’s.
Here we find that MRSvar-mean+std-v significantly improves on almost all the bench-
mark models and has a lower RMSPE than the mean and median of SPF forecasts,
although not significantly. The MRSvar-median+std-v is even more accurate. Inter-
pretation of the models is again similar to the interpretation of the MRSvar model with
std estimated over the complete data set and discussed in section 4.1.
5p
Using 5p, the models MRSvar-mean+5p-v and MRSvar-median+5p-v are amongst the
ten models with the lowest RMSPE’s. Especially the first one is interesting. It has the
lowest RMSPE based on first and last release data, also lower than mean and median of
SPF forecasts and the differences in RMSPE’s are often significant. The interpretation
is quite similar to the same model with std to predict regime switches. There is one
regime that occurs less often than the other regime and that occurs around the same
quarters as the second regime occurs in the model with std 9. In that model the prob-
ability at a regime switch increases if std increases, but here this probability increases
if 5p declines. The coefficient for the mean of SPF is different in both regimes and
the standard deviation of the error terms is much higher in the second regime than in
the first. So besides a higher std of survey forecasts, also a lower 5p is a signal that
9For example, in this model, the probability at regime 2 increases around the recessions in the 70s
and the beginning of the 80s, like in the model with std, but also at the end of the recession in 1990-1991.
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a different regime is coming up in which INPROD growth is more volatile and thus
different weights should be used in forecasting models/ combinations.
Nr
MRSvar models in which nr is used to model the regime switches produce low root
mean squared prediction errors too, but not significantly lower than the RMSPE’s of
the benchmarks.
4.4 Other variables, rolling window, 40 forecasts
Finally, we look at four other macroeconomic variables for which SPF forecasts are
available. These are NGDP, PGDP, UNEMP and HOUSING. We discuss the four SPF
statistics one by one again and see what their predictive value is for these four vari-
ables. See table 2 for RMSPE’s and see table 7 for the test results on forecast accuracy
of some of the models.
Before we start with std, note from the second and sixth column of table 2 that,
as with INPROD, the mean and median of SPF forecasts for PGDP are more accurate
than any of the benchmark models. For this data set these two simple forecasts seem
even harder to beat than for INPROD, because also not one of the alternative models
has a lower RMSPE. Therefore, it is maybe needless to say that none of the models
improves (significantly) on SPF mean and median.
Std
There are four models interesting if we look at std (not making a distinction here
between a constant and a varying variance for the error terms): MRSvar-med+std
estimated over NGDP data, MRSvar-med+std estimated over HOUSING data and
MRSvar-med+std and MRScons-mean+std estimated over PGDP data.
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Table 7: This table shows if the models in the headers of the columns forecast significantly
more accurate than the models in the headers of the rows, according to the tests as described in
section 3.4. The models are estimated for NGDP, PGDP, UNEMP and HOUSING data, a rolling
estimation window is used and 40 forecasts are created. See for more information the caption of
table 4.
Roll 40 PGDP HOUSING UNEMP UNEMP NGDP HOUSING
MRScons- MRSvar- ARX- MRScons- MRScons- MRSvar-
mean+std-c mean+5p-c mean+95p mean+95p-c med+nr-c med+nr-c
Last release
AR ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++
ARX-mean ++ ++ ++ ++ + ++
ARX-med ++ + +
MRScons-mean-c ++ ++ ++ ++ +
MRScons-mean-v ++ ++ ++ ++ +
MRScons-med-c ++ + + ++ +
MRScons-med-v ++ + ++ ++ ++ +
SPF-mean ++ ++ ++ ++ ++
SPF-med ++ ++ ++ + ++
First release
AR ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++
ARX-mean ++ ++ ++ + ++ ++
ARX-med ++ ++ + +
MRScons-mean-c + ++ ++ ++ ++ +
MRScons-mean-v ++ ++ ++ + +
MRScons-med-c ++ ++ ++ +
MRScons-med-v ++ ++ ++ +
SPF-mean ++ ++ ++ + ++
SPF-med ++ ++ ++ ++
The first three models are very similar to the estimated MRSvar-mean+std model
for INPROD data. In these estimated models one regime occurs when std rises and
that is around periods declared as recessions by the NBER. For NGDP the intercept is
much lower and negative in this regime, the coefficient of the lag is negative as opposed
to around 0 in the first regime and the coefficient of the median of SPF is around 1.7
as opposed to 1 in the first regime. For HOUSING we see a much higher positive
intercept in the ‘recessionary’ regime, a coefficient of the lag that does not differ much
between the regimes and a coefficient of median of SPF that is around one in the first
regime and around 1.2 in the second. For PGDP the differences between the regimes
in coefficient estimation differ greatly over the 40 models estimated.
The fourth model that performs quite well, is MRScons-mean+std estimated for
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PGDP. It is however hard to define where this success comes from exactly, as the 40
estimated models differ very much. Some only show one switch between the regimes,
whereby regime one occurs the first half of the estimation period and the second regime
the second half, where the median of SPF receives relatively more weight. Other
models show multiple switches and different parameter estimates.
Although all these models are in the top ten of models with the lowest RMSPE’s
(see table 2), they in general do not improve significantly on the benchmarks. The
model for NGDP is on average over last release data more precise than all benchmarks,
but only for the AR model is the difference significant and the model is not more
precise over first release data. The models for PGDP do not beat the mean and median
of SPF, but are weighted or unweighted significantly more accurate than (almost) all
benchmark models (see the first column of table 7). The RMSPE for the model for
HOUSING is significantly lower than most benchmark models and than SPF mean
and median, but is less accurate on average than three of the benchmark models.
5p
The most interesting models in which 5p is used are the MRScons-median+5p-c and
MRSvar-mean+5p-c models for HOUSING. The first of these two shows much resem-
blance with the MRScons-mean-5p-c model estimated for INPROD, as the parameters
have approximately the same estimated values (except the intercepts).
The MRSvar-mean+5p-c model estimates one regime again that occurs the least.
The economic/ forecasting process switches to regime 2 when 5p decreases sharply
and does not switch back as long as 5p does not increase much. The first regime has
an intercept, a coefficient for the lag and a coefficient for the mean of around 1.6,
0.15 and 1.15, respectively and regime two of around -10, -0.1 and 0.55, respectively.
So, one can safely say that regime two is a recession regime in which there is a large
negative intercept, but in which changes in the mean of SPF forecasts should be used
only partially. This model shows much resemblance with the MRSvar-mean+5p-v
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estimated over a small horizon for INPROD, discussed in section 4.3 and with the
same model estimated for INPROD with std to predict regime switches, discussed in
sections 4.1 and 4.3.
Both models have a lower first release and last release RMSPE than all the bench-
marks. In most of the cases this difference is significant, see column 2 of table 7.
Also for the other three variables there are models in which 5p is included that
perform well in forecasting. These are mainly MRScons models. However, these
models are in general not capable of significantly outperforming the benchmarks. Only
for PGDP are these models capable of outperforming all benchmark models, but SPF
mean and median remain superior here.
95p
For 95p, there are again multiple models worth analyzing. These are all ARX or
MRScons models estimated for NGDP, PGDP or UNEMP data. The most interesting
models are probably the models estimated for UNEMP, because these models are ca-
pable of outperforming the benchmarks significantly. We find for example an ARX
model where mean has a coefficient of approximately 1.5 and 95p a coefficient of
-0.35. So the higher the ‘pessimists’ predict unemployment, the lower the forecast
should be for given values of mean SPF and previous unemployment. Stated differ-
ently, if there is a small group giving extremely high forecasts for unemployment,
instead of a large group giving moderately high forecasts, there should be an adjust-
ment in the final forecast. Also in the MRScons models 95p has a negative coefficient
in both regimes, only in one regime more significantly than in the other. The regime
with the more significant negative coefficient for 95p occurs more often and has a co-
efficient for mean or median SPF of above 1, while the other regime has a coefficient
of around 1.
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Nr
Finally, we pay some attention to the statistic nr. In each of the four data sets this statis-
tic seems to have predictive value. For UNEMP and HOUSING we find, as for IN-
PROD, MRSvar models that outperform all the benchmarks in some way, see the last
column of table 7. The model that performs best for HOUSING, MRSvar-median+nr-
c, is estimated 40 times almost exactly the same: one regime occurs if there are more
than approximately 25 forecasters, has a constant of around 1.8, a lag coefficient of
around 0.2 (significant) and a SPF median coefficient of around 1 (significant) and the
other regime has a constant of around -2, a lag coefficient that is insignificant and a
SPF median coefficient of around 1.7. The same kind of model that performs best
for UNEMP, MRSvar-mean+nr-v, has two different sets of estimated parameters. One
is similar to those for INPROD and HOUSING, with one minority regime occurring
when nr is low. The other has a minority regime occurring when nr is high, above
approximately 50.
For UNEMP we find that MRScons-mean+nr-v performs very well. In that model
there is one regime with an insignificant coefficient for nr and one regime with a small,
significantly positive coefficient for nr. When this coefficient is significant, the coeffi-
cient for the mean of SPF is much closer to zero. Also for NGDP and PGDP MRScons
models with nr forecast accurately, see column 5, table 7.
5 Conclusions
Many studies have shown that the Survey of Professional Forecasters conducted by the
Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia contains valuable information for forecasting
macroeconomic variables. In our study we have shown that more forecast accuracy
can be gained if not just the simple mean or median of SPF forecasts is used, but also
if measures of disagreement amongst forecasters is used. All four new SPF statistics
proposed, namely standard deviation, 5th percentile, 95th percentile and number of
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forecasts, showed to contain useful information for forecasting, especially when used
in Markov regime-switching models.
One of the interesting relationships that were found, is for example that the stan-
dard deviation of survey forecasts tends to go up around recessionary periods. There-
fore, this statistic signals the beginning of an economic/ forecasting regime in which
different weights should be used for the mean or median of SPF forecasts and the lag
of the dependent variable. Also the 5th percentile and 95th percentile signal regime
switches, but are also found to have predictive value in a linear way in specific regimes.
Finally, the number of forecasts seems to be very useful, for example to predict regimes
in which the mean or median should receive a substantially different weight relative to
the lag of the dependent variable than in the other regime.
The results found in our basic analysis, using industrial production data, a rolling
estimation window and creating 40 forecasts, could be generalized to other situations,
but we found a lack of robustness. This may be due to the fact that the MRS model with
varying transition probabilities between the regimes, is not easy to estimate, while it
turns out that this model is necessary to include the forecasting information contained
in the SPF statistics.
Correct estimation of the MRSvar models is easier if the proper starting values are
used in the estimation procedure. As no information was available what these starting
values could be, a grid of starting values was used. The results found in our study could
be used in further research to choose more specific starting values or to use Bayesian
techniques.
Furthermore, using a fixed estimation window does not seem such a bad idea in
terms of forecasting accuracy according to the INPROD data. It might be a good
idea to explore this method further. As only one model needs to be estimated in this
case, more effort and time, for example by using a finer grid of starting values for the
parameters, could be devoted to find an adequate MRS model.
Another idea could be to use other nonlinear time series models, such as smooth-
transition models.
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There are many issues unresolved in this paper and more research is needed on
this. It is not clear for example if the number of forecasters predicts that a different
economic regime is coming up or that it indicates that the mean or median of survey
forecasters is less reliable and should be used in a different way or even not at all in
forecasting models or forecast combinations. Furthermore, it might also be interesting
to see if changes in survey forecasts have predictive value. If the average of the fore-
casts does not change much, but every forecaster changes their forecast substantially
compared to previous period, does this say anything about the economic situation or
about the accuracy of the survey forecasts?
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